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                            45+ Years of Experience
45+ Countries

                            We have been designing and producing various models of pumps to be used in different fields of industry. Experienced in product selection and production, our staff renders the services which meet the requirements of the industrial enterprises with after sales support and services which maintain our long term business relationships.
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								. Metallic Body
	. Plastic Body
	. Hygienic
	. Electromechanical
	. Spare Parts
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									. Single Stage
	. Single Stage In-Line
	. Horizontal Multistage
	. Vertical Multistage
	. Hor. Double Suct. Split Case
	. Sewage and Waste Water
	. Extra Heavy Duty Slurry Pumps
	. Vertical Sump
	. Horizontal Thermal Oil
	. Pressure Boosting Units
	. Fire Fighting
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								. External Gear
	. High Pressure Gear
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